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Agenda

´ Brief history of research on happiness 

´ How do we measure happiness?

´ Benefits of happiness 

´ Happiness and income 

´ Is it possible to become happier?

´ How? 





Brief History of Happiness Research



Is it possible to become happier?
Is it possible to become happier?



What is happiness? How do we measure it?

Tripartite Model of Subjective Well-Being (SWB)

SWB

Affective

Positive  
Affect
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Affect

Cognitive Life 
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Global 



Why do we research happiness? 

Career success*

Creativity

Prosocial behavior

Coping

Health*

Benefits of Happiness

Social Relationships



Benefits of happiness
´ Career Success

In an ideal world…



Benefits of happiness

´ Happy workers and individuals
´ More likely to be reemployed and get a 2nd interview 

´ More likely to be rated highly by supervisors 

´ Tend to earn higher income
´ 10% above average



Income & Happiness

´ 4 major findings

´ Yes, it is related to happiness

´ Higher income > Lower income
´ Small

´ Satiation?
´ Is more better? 



The Experiential Advantage

Material vs. Experiential Purchase



Prosocial Spending

Prosocial spending and Happiness Around the World

Amount does not matter!



Benefits of happiness

´ Health
´ Happy individuals 

´ Live longer (4 to 10 years)



Benefits of happiness

´ Health
´ Happy individuals 

´ Live longer (4 to 10 years)

´ Stronger immune systems
´ Less likely to catch a cold



Benefits of happiness

´ Health
´ Happy individuals 

´ Live longer (4 to 10 years)

´ Stronger immune systems

´ Quicker recovery among surgical patients

´ Lower risk of heart disease & stroke

´ Reduced inflammatory and neuroendocrine problems



Benefits of happiness

´ Health
´ Level vs. change

´ Increases in SWB across time (becoming happier) independently predict 
better physical health, beyond SWB level.

Is it possible to become happier?



Is it possible to become happier?

´ Historical sources of pessimism 

´ Genes and personality

´50-70 % of the variance in happiness!Approximate 
estimates

Set point/ baseline



Is it possible to become happier?

Yes! But…it requires motivation, commitment, effort, and variety!

Hedonic Adaptation

Fit between the person and activity 





Positive Psychology Interventions

´ Happiness increasing activities/strategies 

´ Randomized control trials 

Happiness activity

Daily tasks

Lab 
visits/Online

Baseline Post-
intervention

6-week 
follow-up

12-week 
follow-up





Kindness
´ Engaging in random acts of kindness

´ Strangers or immediate social network

´ Pick a day & 3 acts of kindness

´ Perform 3 acts everyday for a week

What are some acts of kindness you have performed in the past couple of weeks?



Kindness: Does it make a difference?

2-months



Kindness: Does it make a difference?
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Kindness: Does it make a difference?

Does this activity fit you as a person? 

Would you consider engaging in this activity in the future? 



Gratitude
´ Gratitude journal/Counting Blessings

´ “There are many things in our lives, both large and small, that we might 
be grateful about. Think back over the past week and write down up to 
five things in your life that you are grateful or thankful for.“

´ Daily or weekly (one week or a few weeks) 

´ Three good things that went well & their causes
´ Write daily for a week

What are two things in your life that you are grateful or thankful for?



Gratitude
´ Expressing gratitude 

´ In relationships 

´ Letter & visit

´ “Write and then deliver a letter of gratitude in person to someone who had been 
especially kind to them but had never been properly thanked.” 

To whom would you write a letter of gratitude and why?



Gratitude: Does it make a difference?
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Gratitude: Does it make a difference?

Does this activity fit you as a person? 

Would you consider engaging in this activity in the future? 



Using Your Signature Strengths



Using Your Signature Strengths



Using Your Signature Strengths

…use one of these top strengths in a new and 
different way every day for one week or a few days 

If honesty was your top character strength, how 
would you use it in ways that you had not before? 
(two new ways)



Strengths: Does it make a difference?



Strengths: Does it make a difference?



Signature Strengths: Does it make a 
difference?

Does this activity fit you as a person? 

Would you consider engaging in this activity in the future? 



Mindfulness
´ A process of openly attending, with awareness, to one’s present moment 

experience

´ The opposite of mindfulness is mind-wandering
´ What is the % of waking conscious experience occupied by thoughts unrelated 

to a primary task? 

´ 30 to 50%

Question: 

Are you thinking about something other than 
what you’re currently doing? 

no
yes, something pleasant 
yes, something neutral
yes, something unpleasant



Mindfulness
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Mindfulness: How?
´ 8-minutes of mindful breathing 

´ 10-minute a day for 10 days 

´ Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (8 weeks)



Mindfulness: Does it make a difference? 
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Mindfulness: Does it make a difference?

Does this activity fit you as a person? 

Would you consider engaging in this activity in the future? 



Is it possible to become happier?

´ It is possible to become happier

´ The pursuit of happiness needs 
´ Motivation

´ Commitment 

´ Effort

´ Variety

´ Depends on the fit between you and the activity!





Thank you



Questions?


